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Section 33 
Spatial analysis methodology; the planning grids 

 
Evelyn Baker 

 
Cross-references to Digital Supplement in red 

Cross-references to Printed Synthesis in brown 
 
Introduction 
 
The La Grava drawings have not been digitised except on a small scale for phase 
and distribution plans; all work had to be undertaken by hand using geometry 
instruments. Measurements have been taken from field drawings. These were 
highly detailed, coloured, and multi-context, based on a permanent 5m grid and 
drawn as a series of overlays. The components were drawn deliberately without 
hard edges unless they were solid features like walls and were not digitised 
during post-excavation except on a small scale for outline phase and distribution 
plans. Although single context recording had begun to be used as a technique 
when the excavation was taking place, it was considered inappropriate for the 
complexities encountered in the La Grava project using Manpower Services 
Commission staff. The spatial analysis discussed here and illustrated in [33.01–
33.14] was undertaken by hand using geometry instruments including digital 
callipers [33–36]. Measurements were taken from detailed field drawings at 1:10 
and 1:20 for buildings and 1:50 for all-feature plans; for the broader analyses, 
1:100 and 1:200 scales were used. Transparent overlays were keyed into a master 
grid using a light box to ensure accuracy and consistency.  
 
Although there were insufficient post-excavation resources to digitise over 1000 
plans, individual plans matched well within the overall scheme. They were 
sufficiently accurate for later detailed spatial analysis not envisaged when they 
were originated. The overlay system of drawings and the stout permanent grid 
pegs (surveyors’ kerbing pins) used throughout excavation of the main buildings 
area minimised error and allowed historic sight-lines and lay-out grids to be 
reconstructed with confidence. Salvage work at the end of the excavation could be 
directly related to pre-1976 trench plans within the same area, allowing Anglo-
Saxon features then uncovered to be plotted with earlier ones, showing negligible 
discrepancy.  
 
The analysis covers a hierarchy of planning within the site: 
 
1. The layout of the buildings’ area within a measured, planned landscape 

comprising boundary ditches parallel and perpendicular to each other; this 
comprises an Anglo-Saxon layout followed by a Saxo-Norman layout which 
appears to have tried to continue the first design. 

 
2. The design of the principal courts of buildings as a framework for regular 

disposition of buildings and spaces. 
 
3. The metrology of individual buildings through time and their spatial relation to 

each other. 
 
 

The geometry of the late Roman landscape 
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There are indications of a late Roman or post-Roman planned layout which 
survived in the north-western part of the site; it probably covered the whole area, 
as evidenced by ditch CF70, but was obscured by later activity [2.02=33.01]. As to 
how the geometry was recognised and worked out during the post-excavation 
phase, this was an incremental process. From Woodward’s detailed earthwork 
survey [1.03] it was clear that the field had two separate schemes of earthworks: 
the southern and eastern part had a series of closes set at right angles to each 
other; the north-western side had a series of banks and ditches set on a noticeably 
different alignment. The later Saxo-Norman design was examined first. After some 
experimentation to see how the layout was formed, it was seen to have been 
calculated according to a measurement based on the rod, pole, or perch, and the 
pattern fell into place. The earthworks on the north-western part of the site were 
later found to be closely related, using the Roman pertica (5.032m)1, which is 
almost identical to the pole (5.029m).  
 
Structural information for the earlier layout was gathered at separate times, 
primarily from a sequence of Trenches 8A to 8D which included S1, CF28, CF33, and 
CF64, and later a watching brief which included S2, S3, CF37, CF36, CF68, CF59, 
CF69, and Banks B9 and B12. The key feature for the Anglo-Saxon layout is a grid 
based upon an early line of CF34 and Roman ditch CF28. A series of banks and 
ditches ran perpendicular to CF34 and were further subdivided into grids 
[6.07=33.02].  
 
The underlying geometry for all these features emerged during the post-excavation 
process. An undated hollow-way CF70 towards the south of the site was at a visibly 
different angle to the Close system laid out in the 11th century, and was 
subsequently found to match the alignment of the northern Anglo-Saxon grid of 
two perticae, and exactly bisected it [6.07=33.02]. When the apparently isolated and 
unrelated set of structures S5, S6, S87, and S91 were plotted with the grid patterns 
on [16.03], they were found to be part of the Romano-British pattern, but on a 
diagonal line. From this, it is deduced that the Anglo-Saxon pattern did once cover 
the whole field under study.  
 
It should be noted that the late Saxon settlement at West Cotton shows similar 
planning, using rods within a single acre, also using existing topography. This 
might usefully be applied to investigations such as that in Stratton, Bedfordshire) 
to see whether the same measure of control in overall planning was used at any 
stage. Work by Sue Oosthuizen on wider landscape patterns may be more 
appropriate there than at La Grava, although some of the major divisions might be 
relicts of a larger pattern, and there are hints of a wider planned landscape 
covering north Buckinghamshire and the Leighton manor area. 
 
 

The geometry of the ?middle Saxon/Saxo-Norman landscape 
 
From examination of the earthwork survey [1.03] it was apparent that most of the 
land-use boundaries surrounding the demesne buildings appeared to be parallel or 
at right angles to each other, although there were clearly later intrusions such as 
the later fishponds and quarries. The key to any symmetry in the southern portion 
of the site appeared to be the right-angled late Saxon ditch CF29 enclosing the 
south-west part of the site in partnership with the Cocklake stream and the River 
Ousel. After some trial and error in finding the original surveyed line, this proved 
to be the case, but incorporating the Roman ditch CF28 [2.02=33.01, 6.07=33.02].  
 

                                                           
1 Editor’s note: the author uses the definition of a pertica as seventeen Roman feet long (Kidson 1990, 
75). Kidson also mentions other definitions, based on ten, twelve, or fifteen Roman feet.  
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Using the Saxon ditch CF29 as a right angle, other ditches were seen to be parallel 
or perpendicular to it and at measured intervals of rods, poles, and perches; they 
covered the whole 7ha. The mid-11th-century buildings were proved also to be 
parallel and perpendicular, and measured precisely in poles, or placed at a precise 
diagonal. The reconstructed forms of some structures were adjusted following 
spatial analysis, or orientations were slightly altered; their new forms coincided 
exactly with the underlying grid. It appears that a unit of four poles was used to 
plan the settlement and surrounding closes.  
 
 

The geometry of the settlement core 
 
Having found that the mid-11th-century buildings were deliberately planned to 
conform to an underlying surveyed grid, the system was applied to other buildings. 
It was possible to detect a change in angle of the grid for the next phase of 
buildings, but the base of each line stemmed from the original grid, and from the 
angle of the late Saxon ditch CF29, and deviated by a single pole after a given 
length. New boundaries were cut parallel to this new alignment. New buildings also 
respected it.  
 
Subsequent buildings had their external alignments checked against the original 
grid. There were several more slight deviations, but all to a ratio of poles or part-
poles along both axes. Some buildings, notably service and agricultural buildings, 
remained true to the original grid. 
 
The various survey lines having been established, many buildings were placed 
along their projected lines. Using the buildings’ own layout measurements it was 
possible to recognise that they were used to position further buildings within the 
overall pattern [33.03–33.14].  
  
Orientation of survey lines proved to be useful in confirming the phasing of some 
buildings, but was not the sole means of dating. For instance, S41B [23.02], initially 
considered to have been a single phase 5.5 Structure, is on the same alignment as 
S30. It predates S41A, and more probably dates to phase 5.4, as described in [23]. 
 
 

Dating the early buildings2 
 
Possible middle Saxon structures 

As outlined in Section 11, dating the early medieval buildings is problematical. 
Some buildings do have helpful ceramic evidence, and/or stratigraphic 
relationships, while others have none. Illustration [33.15] isolates those buildings 
that may belong to a middle Saxon period, or at least are likely to date before the 
mid-11th century. It also proposes an alternative method that may have been used 
for planning the site. Interestingly, the methodology set out in Section 6, as utilised 
in [33.15], is based on the rod, pole, or perch (5.03m), a measurement established 
separately and independently in both cases. This measurement seems to have 
evolved from an earlier metrology, the pertica, rather than suddenly appearing ‘out 
of the blue’ (Kidson 1990, 80). As discussed above, two separate planning grids are 
shown in [6.07=33.02], one possibly Romano-British to the north-west and a later 
one to the south and east, showing their relationship to the main site divisions. 
Plan [6.08=33.03] shows buildings in phase 4.1 (c mid-11th century), a series of 
earlier buildings within the later grid and their relationship to CF29, CF31, and 
CF34; [6.09=33.04] demonstrates the situation in phase 4.2 (late 11th century) with 
different sight lines within the same grid; [6.10=33.07] endeavours to relate 
                                                           
2 Editor’s note: the author completed this text in October 2012. 
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outliers S24 and S25 to the later phase 5.1 (mid- to late 12th century) buildings. 
Subsequent appraisal gave S24 and S25 an earlier date3 but did not negate their 
physical position in the grid; [6.12=21.09] attempts to give S24 and S25 a context 
with related ditches CF29, CF34, CF43, CF45, and CF46. [33.15] reviews their spatial 
relationship with the early buildings within and around CF29 and to the outliers 
without dating evidence ‘floating’ further east. CF38 is not shown on [33.15]; it lies 
between S72 and CF43 and is considered part of a later expansion of the close 
system. 
 
The positioning of the structures hints at some form of grouping, whether 
perpendicular or diagonal to the grid. Plan [33.15] gives five buildings (S70, S71, 
S72, S73, and S74) on one alignment, while S69 and S75 are diagonal. The line of 
ditch CF43 ceases short of S70 but is on the same line as the gable ends of S69 and 
S75. [33.15] shows that S24 is on the same orientation as (perpendicular to) S69 
and S75, but S25 lies parallel to S73 and appears to be in the same group. S25 also 
lies on the line of rotating square F. There appears to be a marked difference in 
spatial distribution of structural types, with timber buildings in the south and 
masonry ones to the north. There may be up to four sets of buildings grouped 
within the series of rotating squares as shown in [33.15].  
 
A simple means of doubling or halving areas has been known since about the 4th 
century BC, named ‘Plato’s Squares’. These were still in use in the 15th century 
(Roriczer 1486) and are discussed by Kidson  

An open-ended series of squares, each twice the size of the one before, 
starting from the actus and using the 12- and 17-foot perticae as alternative 
linear units, would have sides of 120, 170, 240, 340, 480 and 680 Roman feet 
respectively….680 is 40 x 17; in other words it could be described as 40 
English perches. (Kidson 1990, 79) 

 
The measurements used in the overall planning at La Grava appear to be early 
(Kidson pers comm) and are based on 5.03m to a pole or pertica. Each small square 
is approximately six poles, 6 perticae, or about 30m long; the sides of Square B are 
eight squares or 48 poles (48 perticae) or 240m long. One jugerum (as much as a 
yoke (jugum) of oxen could plough in one day) = 28,8002  Roman feet (32002 yards, 
approximately 2676m2 or 0.66 acres), but always describes a rectangle of 12 x 24 
perticae4. This amounts to a one-eighth strip of Square B, two squares wide and 
four squares long, or S72 to Line B2 and three squares below (four squares). An 
actus quadratus was a square of 12 x 12 perticae, or S72 plus the small square to 
the east, plus the two small squares below. A heredium was a square of 24 x 24 
perticae which seems to match one quarter of Square B. The area inside CF29 is 
comparable to that of Square D. 
 
The pertica or pole used here is that of Kidson (1990, 75) discussed in [6]. The 
largest postulated rotating square at La Grava is shown in [33.15], and has sides 
marked A1 to A4; the squares of the same orientation are labelled C, E, and G while 
the rotated squares are B, D, and F. Square F has sides of 60m; Square D has sides 
of 120m; Square B has sides of 240m and Square A sides of 480m, doubling the 
length of the edges of each square of the same orientation. The same ratio applies 
to the squares set on the diagonal. In order to increase the area, take Square G and 
bisect it; lengthen the bisected line beyond the square for one square’s length on 

                                                           
3 Editor’s note: the phasing of S24 and S25 is problematic, as S24 ‘sealed and cut into deposits of P3 and 
4’ [21], and S25 ‘cut into deposits accumulated in P4 to P5’ [21]. The author considers there to be 
sufficient flexibility in the stratigraphic and dating evidence to allow a middle Saxon date for both 
buildings.  
4 Editor’s note: Kidson (1990, 77) says ‘the jugerum which was always described as a rectangle 120 x 
240 feet, ie 12 x 24 perticae’. He is here discussing classical measurements when the pertica or 
decempeda was ten Roman feet long, rather than the seventeen-foot pertica used by the author here. 
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each side; join the resultant points; repeat the procedure on the new square to 
double its area and so on. 
 
All structures appear to have a fairly precise relationship with the rotated squares 
and their subdivisions, whether parallel or at a diagonal. This analysis has used the 
largest Square A and then reduced it, basing it on the major landscape features 
such as the watercourses and a probably ancient field boundary: for example 
taking the east edge of the field and Route S as one side and CF26 as another. Parts 
of line A1, A2, and A3 are outside the confines of the field containing the buildings, 
but the main part of A2 follows a probably ancient field boundary and trackway S; 
the middle portion of A3 follows Route Y, parallel to CF27 (the Cocklake Stream) 
[1.01]. It may be that Square A denotes the maximum extent of the planning at this 
date. A4 skirts along the base of the field, roughly following the line of CF26; A3 
bisects the junction of CF29 and CF27. The main north-east to south-west diagonal 
goes through the corner angle of CF29 and a bend in CF27, perhaps confirming the 
primacy of CF29 within the overall layout. While CF34 and CF43 run parallel to the 
arms of CF29, the diagonal does not bisect their corner, suggesting that CF43 may 
have been placed too far east. It has been suggested in [14] that the main ditches 
on the site, CF29, CF34, and CF43 are early and probably of middle Saxon in date.  
 
These ditches form four compartments labelled V, W, X, and Y, and a fifth space, Z, 
lies to the north-east of CF43. The structures placed within Compartment V are 
within the confines of right-angled ditch CF29. S7, S8/S88, S9, S11, S83, S84 are 
contained within the angle of CF29 and Line B3. S10 is south of that line. All seem 
to be parallel or perpendicular to the boundary ditch. The line bisecting Square A 
cuts through the corner of the right-angled turn of CF29 and continues for a short 
distance along Route Y which is parallel to CF27. Possibly their placing makes 
these the earliest group.  
 
The structures in Compartment W are within a rectangle formed by ditches CF29, 
CF34, and CF31. S14 and S12/S97 are also placed parallel and perpendicular to the 
boundary ditches, with fragmentary buildings S12 and S97 mostly within Square D 
at the base of CF31. S14, possibly a major hall, is bisected by the southern Line C 
and the southern corner of Square D; S10 is situated parallel to CF29 on an 
extended line of Square E. 
 
The third group in Compartment X are some of the undated ‘outliers’ to the north-
east of CF29. They are bounded to the north by CF34, the successor boundary to 
the Romano-British CF64. S24 and S25 within Squares E and F are thought to have 
been constructed together; S25 lies along the north-western boundary of Square F 
and S25 is perpendicular to the west line of Square G. S73 lies parallel to S25 within 
Square E. All have traces of masonry and may post-date the structures in 
Compartments V and W, possibly in the late 10th to 11th centuries. 
 
S74 is within Compartment Y within Square E; the rest of the compartment is 
apparently empty. S74 lies parallel to S25 and S73 and on the line bisecting the site 
from south-east to north-west. CF43 ceases before it reaches S70, and continues 
south as a ditch or hollow-way Route V. 
 
Compartment Z covers the land to the east of CF43, including CF38 (not shown). 
Two of the buildings, S70 and S71, lie on the same orientation and same line as 
S74, with S70 in the apparent gap at the end of CF43. S69 and S75 are within 
Square A; S70, S71, and S72 are within Square B. However, a gap in CF43/RtV is 
blocked by S70, and this could be interpreted as a thoroughfare, a means of 
connecting them all, though it does not show whether they were contemporary 
with CF43. The final building S72 is placed in this group despite being at some 
distance from the others because it occupies space within Square B, and one side is 
on the Line B1. Its north-western line extended meets the south-eastern line of 
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Square D; its south-eastern line extended bisects S70; its north-eastern line hits the 
ancient field boundary and Square A. It is the only building within the triangle 
formed by Lines B1, B2, and Square C. S72 is an oddity, but might be no more than 
a stock enclosure. As reconstructed it makes a square of about 30m by 30m (or 
about 6 poles/perticae wide), which seems to have been used as the unit of 
measurement within the pattern of rotating squares [33.15]. It was sealed by 
medieval ridge and furrow. 
 
None of the structures in Compartments X, Y, and Z have dating evidence other 
than construction type and/or spatial relationships. However, these ‘outliers’ (S24, 
S25, S69, S70, S71, S72, S73, S74, and S75) had indications of masonry footings, a 
different type of construction compared with the timber buildings in Compartment 
V (S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S14, S82, S83, S84, S88, and S97), with the possible 
exception of S71 which was apparently built of sill beams on a gravel floor. S69 
and S70 were masonry structures, but with the walls bonded mainly of loam with 
traces of mortar. S72 comprised lengths of drystone masonry and areas of gravel 
as flooring; S74 and S75 had drystone construction with no mortar. This would 
seem to date them stylistically earlier than the buildings in Compartments V and W. 
 
It has already been suggested that S14 may have been a high-status timber hall 
within its own small enclosure (Compartment W, Close B), and possibly S10 also (in 
Compartment V, Close A) [1.01]. S72 is unusual, and could have been large and 
imposing at the top of the hill. All the buildings in Compartment Z were excavated 
under rescue conditions and their remains had almost certainly been affected by 
medieval and World War II ploughing. None of the buildings apparently associated 
with Compartment Z have any physical relationship with CF34, CF43, or CF46, 
leaving open the possibility that they predated those ditches; CF43 terminates on 
the extended line of Square E, with S70 in the gap between CF43 and Route V. 
However, they clearly have no association with the original Romano-British layout 
to the west. Yet post-Roman masonry structures generally tend to postdate those 
of timber. This all begs the question as to whether all sets of buildings should be 
seen as one period, divided by function, construction, or status, or as a multi-
period continuum. 
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